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Elementary probability provi the foundation on wach statistical

theory and practice is built. It wortance as a discipline goes well
beyond that, however. Frequently, e average citizen encounters probability
concepts and statistics qn his reading and in his viewing of television

n6Wscasts. To cite but a few examples, we are all exposed to information
about statistical test results and correlation in discussions of the

role of stating in cancer, to information about confidence intervals
$ in presentations of results of polls'prior to elections, and even to
probabilities in viewing sports and the 14eather. Many of these sorts
of "everyday examples" are discussed in an excellent book of readings

edited by Tanur (197B). We contend, then that statistical education
is an important part of the general education of students, and therefore
it is critical-to attend closely to the fundamental concepts and calculations
to be found in the areaof elementary probability.

Despite the clear importance of the topic, there is no evidence that
it is being taught properly. Indeed, research in the last decade (Tversky
and Kahneman, 1974, provide a seminal paper) has made clear_ that college
students have marked misconceptions about probability and stdtistical
concepts. Ae Tversky and Kahneman note: "Misconceptions of chance are

not limited to naive subjects." They go on to report results of studies
conductd with research psychologists, individdals who ordinarily have
had several statistica courses at the undergraduate and graduate level.

It appears time that systematic investigations of methods of teaching
statistics were undertaken. The research conducted under the auspices

of this grant provides a beginning. We begin with the observation that
mast introductory statistics texts emphasize memorization of formulas
with little condeptual development. Recently, there have been a few.
exceptions to the general approach; Freedman, Pisani, and Purves (197)
and Pagano (1981) are examples of an approaFh that places a greater.:emphasis

on underslanding. We have conducted several studies contrasting theSe
approaches 'and have obtained some interesting results. In what follows,

I will summarize the general procedures and resules, and prOvide a brief

discussion. Three appendices to this report provide a considerably greater

_ detail. The paper by Myers, Hansen, Robson,.and McOann (Appendix 1)
has been accepted for,,publication, that by Hansen, McCann, and Myers ,

(Appendix 2) has been submitted for publication, and that by Myers (Appendix
3) cnstitutes an invited presentation to the First International Conference
on t Teaching of Statistics and will appear-in the published proceedings
of that conference.

Methods

Subjects
Subjects in these studies were all undergraduate students at the

University of Massachusetts, Amherst. None had previous formal exposure

to probability or statistics.

Instructional Texts
Three brief texts were written for the purpose of this resarch program.

During the course of the research program, revisions were developed to
improve clarity of presentation. Such TevisfiRri were based on taped
interviews with subjects who commented aloud as they read the text. '
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All three texts presented six basic formulas from elementary probability
and an example of the application of each formula. All three texts contained
definitions of such terms as independence and mutual exclusivity. In

*he high-explanatory -.ext, the relation of probability to counting was
4 emphasized, pictorialiaids were used, and the equation was presentea

as a natural develop'ent ensuing from the example. The standard text
lacked this conceptu 1 development but presented examples that were some-
what more conctete t an those employed in a low explanatory text. Further
detail on the nature of the texts can be found in the Appendices.

V

Performance tests
In most of our studies these fests involved \equal numiiers of formula

(e.g. "If P(A) = .4 and P(B) = .6, what is P(A and B)?") and story problems.
There was one study (Appendix 2) in which only story problems were presented.
Where both types of problems were presented, the order of presentation
was counterbalanced. Examples of problems can be found in Appendix 2.

Procedure
Subjects were given sufficient time to read their text and then were

given an interpolated unrelated task for 15 minutes-to minimize dependence
on immediate memory. They were then given sufficient time to do .the
performance test._,Following this, they were given an aptitutde test
based on items from the quantitative and analytical Graduate Record Examine-
tion$.

Results and Discussion

Very different patterns of knowledge appear to be present in subjects
in the nonexplanatory (standard and low-explanatory texts) and explanatiory

co ditions. Subjects in the two nonexplanatory groups performed considerably
less ell on story than on formula problems', and often used the correct
ormul for a problem (thalt is, met the lenient criterion) but failed

to,sol e it. A closer look at answer8 to story problems revealed that
subjec in the nonexplanatory conditions often required the explicit
prese ce of key words which unambiguously pointed to certain operations,
tendedto misclassify Probjems in the presence of irrelevant or redundant
information, and made many errors when the values in the story required
modification before insertion into the formula. In contrast, subjects
in the high-explanatory condition performed equally well on story and
formula probleMs, tended to solve whenever they showed evidence of knowing
the appropriate formula, and were considerably less hindered by absence
of key words, the presence of irrelevant intormation, and the need to
translate values in thestory. The situation may be summarized by noting
that, although all-our sghlects were novices, those in 'the high-explanatory
condition seem to shaKe more of the characteriscEs of experts ttlan do

,.

those in the other:twoconditions.
-

Th6 results of more recent studies lead us to believe that the solution
ptocesses in the explanal-Ory and ionexplanatorconditons are qualitatively
different. In one study, subjects in a high-e4lanatory condition had
only 60% correct.recall of equatioris (as opposed to 90% for a standard

group), but were able to perform correctly on 53% of story problesm.
This result suggests to us (as does the equivalence of,formula and story

/
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scorevin the study just detailed) that subjects in,the high-explanatory
condiOon often may not retrieve the formula at all. Another study in

which4gbjects thought aloild while solving supports this conjecture;
afterjAtudying a high-explanatory text, students tended to attempt to
constpitct solutions, often using the diagrammatic aids provided by the
text.fjtather than recalling formulas, they attempted to recall examples
from the text which they felt were similar to the problem at hand, and
to 1241these As a model for solution.

Much remains to be done. Xigh on the agenda Must be the use of other
meastlx$ of comprehension--both problems demanding more complex processing
and t,ransfer to new materials such as the Binomial and Bayes' theorems.
We sutspect that such research will provide further evidence of the role
unders;tand.ing can play in mathematical problem-solving.
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Learning Probability

Abstract

his stucry, 48 subjects who had nci previous exposure to probability or

tatistics read one of three texts which varied in the degree of explanation

of. basic cOncepts of elementary probability. All"texts contained six formulas,

each accompanied by an.example, as well as definitions and information
-

logic-illy required to solve. all problems. The high-eplanatory text differed

from the low-explanatory and standard texts in that it emphaized the logical

basis underlying the construction of the formulas, the relations among

formulas, and tlip nelations of variables to real world objects and events.

On both immediate and delayed performance tests, subjects in the low-exPlanatory

and standard text conditions performed better on formula than on story

prob/ems, while the subjects in the high-explanatory text condition did

equally veil on both types of problems.
) It was concluded that explanation

did not improve the learnidg of formulas but rather facalitated the applica-

:

tion of what was learned to story voblems.

V
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Parents, educators, and mathematicians have been involved in recurrent

debates about the relative merits of understanding mathematical concepts

and rote memorizing computatrOlial formulas. In ptinciple, such conflicts

should be resolvable through research involving manipulation of the degrae

to vhich students understand mathematical material and observation of their

performance.on tests of mathematical knowledge. in actuality, we enc9unter

: difficulties because we lack both a precise definition of mathematical

understanding and a specification of the prbcesses such understanding might

affect.

The present study examines the effects of var) ing understanding of

elementary probability.- We have identified three dimensions of understanding

and have constructed three texts that vartoming these dimensiJns. The

firsl dimension is similar to what Mayer and Creeno (1972) have labelled

"external connectedness." ln a high-explanatory ce.:t, probability was

defined as a relative frequency of.evehts, and examples emphasized'the

,

relation between answerand counts of the numberb of ways th4 various

events could occur,.. A standard
1

text treated prolmbilitv as a measure

w).th Lertain well-defined properties (e.g. limits of ono aad zero) and

usN)ramiliar real-world examples .(e.g. the probability or rain tomorrow),

but di not explain probability in terms of counting prococses. A low-

explanatory text was more abstract than either of the fir.;t two; aside

frOm an initial r ferenCe to dice-throwing, examples were stated in terms
.,

of such quantitie. as P(A) and P(B) .

The second(dimension along which the texts.varied Wls the degree of

linkage among,he equations presented Only the high-explaWatory text

showed that one equation was a special case of ano5her, cr that one equation
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could be derived from another. For e.:ample, this text pyinted out that the

probability of the union of two mutually exclusive ovents was a special

case of the probability of the union of any two events.

The third dimension Cf relevance was the degree of ..-r:planation provided

for each equation. In the high-explanatory text, Venn and branch diagrams'

were used to represent the information in the examples, and the equations

applied LI theSe examples were explained in terms of these diagrams. Neither

of the other texts provided such explanations. For ex.imple, although all

three texts stated that the probability of the joint occurrence of two?

independent events was the product of tlieir probabilities and provided

an example of this, only the high-explanatory text attempLed to demon,A:rate

why probabilities were multiplied in such cases.

Learnir. was measured by performance on twOty4pes of pre*ems: formula

problems, which merely presented certain values (e.g. "r(%) P(B) = .4")

and necessary conditions ("A and B are independent event:11)5-4nd required

the subject to set up the correct results (e.g. "What is l'LA and B)?" requires

.6 x .4 as the answer); and story problems which were considerably Less

."
transparent. Solving formula problems should depend only,un memory of

the equations, while solvirig story problems should depeud al;i'*0 upon the

ability to apply the eouations; that is'to select the eqmtiolt appropria
,

to the problem and then to insert the appropriate numbers from the story

into Ole selected equation.

lt is not clear which group should better remember the equations.

There is some evidence that spending time and effort learning added,

. -

elaborative, material may hinder the acquildtion of certain basic points

(Reder and Anderson, 1980) . ,In a like manner, the high-explanatory rou

lu
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may spend proportionately less Gime and effirt than the standard and lbw-

explanatory groupi on learning the equations'; the high expl!inatoy text

involves 14 pages.of mat.erial compared to four pages for theother two
a

texts. On the otlier hand, suWects in thP high-exp]anatery group should

be able to relate each equation to both their world kdowledig and.the other

equations; the required equations would therefore be more likely to le

stored in memory, or stored with greater st,l-en:;th in memory. Such

consequences of integration have been demonstrated by rmjny investigators

(e.g., Bransford & Johnson, .1972; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978). Finally, the

formulas may be easier to retrieve,in the high-explanatory:condition.

When concepts are linked to many other concepts, there is a greater

likelihood that the retrieval of any one piece of irqormation will auto-

matically "prime" the retrieval of other infoviation (C( :lir, 4 Loftus, .

1975).

These arguments indicaCe rhat the' gigh-explanaeory group fins

potential advantages and dis4dvantages in learning :Ind rcalling the for--

mulas. Thus, no text eondilion has an indisputable advantage on formula..
problems. Nor is i4t clear which group, if any, sho,uld perform pest on story

problems. Such problems may be viewed as involving three,stages: cate-

gorization of the problem,',retrieval of the formu)a appropriate for that"
?

category, and ranslation = correct substitution of values from t,lie story

-into the retrieved equation. 'We would expect that becaum2 the high-
.

explanatory text places an emphasis on undel!standing concepts and their

connections to real-!world referents, .subjects in this condition would have

an advantage in catelgorizing and translatiwrstory problems. As we noted'

above, hqwever, the ogher texts may have an advantage in )earning the

formulas and, therefore, in retrieving them.
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KlthoUgh the potential advantage of the, Lou-explanatory and standard

groups imi,wtrieving the formula makes it difficult to predict the outcome

of comparisons between .groups, there are two prejictions thaE fyllow from

\
tbe stage analyqis just presented. First, because story problems involve

categorization and txanslation, in addition to retrieval, they should prove

considerably more difficult than formula problems,' Second, this advantage

of formula problems over story problems should be much less for the

explanatory group than for the other two groups. In the high-explanatory text, .

external connectedness should ai141n translating the components of a story
\

problem; and linkage among equatians an'd an understanding tostered by
,
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the'eAlanation of each equation may aid the subject in re-0:1,,tracting the

required equation.

f;re-liclie of, intertctionfindssome support a stud.,- by Mayer

(19745; he:iound that subjec:s hid mo,re difficulty solvio.: story proaems

than formula problems and the effect wa greater La a te.tt. emnha-.tzing

calculations (formula text). Mayer taught the binomial -neorem vsing two

texts which differed in their emphases on calculatiens ald links to experience

and in the sequenting. of ii.pfot;matien. However, his -,,en,2; 11 and formula

texts are very diffcrcmt fr,,..m any of our '...aree,te:.t; in ,_. ntent, emphasis,.

sequencing of information, %Ind ;ength; and tnere

in lir procedures and test problems. One :)olenclailv differome

is that Mayer', subjects had the binomi.11 formula la frell el them while

taking the test so th at the retrieval stage may not h..1.ve h4ta critical

as in 'the prei;ont study. Thus - difforent pattern of r,:>iult,, is possibl`e

in' t'lc pieseatt study.

. Parker (aote 1.) used mhtcrials more simillr to those used in the present

study. Sht tt.sted eight subjects in each ot Iwo coaditas, similar yo.

our standard and high-explanitory conditions. She aJso Iound that story

problems were more difficult than formula problems, and that this difference

was more marked for her standord-!wonp. Following complotion of that study,

the high-e).alanat6ry te)C1 was modified to include questions designed co

4irp the subject's understanding oP the tqxt. 'This question-and-answer

version was.then read Li} eicht now subjects, who zhought aloud as they

considered Ow imtorspersed cuestions. Their comments were tape-recorded

and analyzed. On tb, of'that analySis, several changes were made

in the text used in this experiment. These changes Fere designed to clarify

P;orlitv
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the presentation. Subjects' responses on a questi,nnaire given at the

end of the present e:Teriment indicated that thL. v'lal was achieved.

N
in the present tudy, we have twice as many subjects in each condition,

have added the low-explanatory text condition, have counterbalanced the

order of popttests (which Parker failed to do), and asked subjects to set

up the answer rather t4h to provide a final numerical result. This last

procedural change allowed us to examine the possibility that subjects

might use the correct formula but not substitute values correctly in it.

This is importan't because our theoretical analysis suggests that such partially

\\ correct responses should be more prevalent in theestaadard and low-explanatory

groups, which, preumably, have more difficulty wial what we'have called

the translation stage.

Method

Sub.j ects

Forty-eight volunteers f:om an lntroductor) Pschology course-wdre

randomly assigned to three text conditions. None had previous exposure

to probability or statistics..

Text Materials

There wcre three texts: Pow-explanatory, ;;tandard, and high-explanatory.

All began with a brief introductioh indicating that the text contained

a series of examples of probability calculations, and thlt each example

would be followed by a formula which could be used to solve.problems of

that type. All three tAts then contained a section labelled "Wh:it are

the chances?" Which introduced Che conc:ept of probability .and its iiting

values. This section noted thaI an action such as togsin$ a coin or observing

the dav:s weather could have several possible outcomes, (hat a probability'

(.1
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value could be assigned to :hese outcomos, and th,,t thw,,,;, values ranged from

,zero to.ono. The low-explanatory text tnen th:t the possible

outcomes :cOuld be dk_signited by letters, and int:-oduced terms Alch as P(10

and P(B). rhe high-eplanatory text ;,as- the only tex't to present probability

as a relative frecplency of outcome . It presented, a concreCe example (a

r with six red and four white m-rbles) and explAined Clat the prob.ability

of drawing a particular color was phe proportion of marhi,,, :2f that color.

The remainder of the three texts presented six exrmples ,nd formulas.

The formulas are presented in Fable 1.

hisort'Tab e 1 Llbout here

0

Tho zexts are too lengthy to eproduce here hut some sense of the

difterence in aproaches mny be ob ained by con, iderinF. the first for-qula

in rabic I. The low-explanatory L'XL presented thL,matLrial in the following

way: (
"Two events,,A and B, zit

can occu'r on a single tr

head or tail on a singlt.

If A and B a're incompati

e sai I to be ialcomplele if only one of them c

ial. For example, coin can come up either

toss so that these two events are,lincoMpatible.
_

Ille:the probability that A or B occurs--

P(A or h)--is the sum of the wo probabilities. Suppose P(A) = .20

and P(11)'= .45: Then,

oi B) = P6) +.

= .20 +

We might have several incompa

E, etc-. Farther suppose that

anti P(C) Then,

P(A or B or C) = P(A) + P(B)

.65

events which wp'll call A, B, C, D,

low the numerical values of 1?(A), P(B),

(1)
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,Ont of a total of 100 marbles, ve have 45 chances of sirnwin^ , red

. plus 20 chances ol drawing a white one. Therefore, the probibility

of erawing a red or a white marble is

P(red or vhite)
100

45+20

= _45 . 20

100 100

= P(red) ± (dhite)

We say tlrit red and white arc incompatible (.vents be:ause oLy one

dan occur on a single draw; the marble can be red, or whits., but not

both. A' picture may help."
ts

At this point, a figure containing a retta4le with two ronovèrl.ipping

circles was presented. One circle was labelled "45 red" an..1 the other

"20 whitd; the area within the rectanAle but outFdde the LirLls was labelled

"35 other." Following this, the extension to more events was voted and

EquAtion i Dab presented,

In summary, all texts contained an example followed by the equation,

as well as a sufficient definition of mutual. exclusivity. In the high-

explanatory text, the relation c;f probability to counting was emphasized:

pictorial'aids wete used, and the equation was pflsent* is a natural develop-

ment ,ensning from the example.

Performance Tests'

Two tests wertdconstructed, each containing two seto of six story pt1)b1ems'

arki tqo sets of six formula problems. Within each set, Cleve was one problem

testing,each of the six equations in the text. The.order of set:6 within

a counterbalaneod over subje'cts b0 that there were four,sequences,

w th the com;trajnt t1it tory and formula,setS would alternate. Half of

;
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the subjects received one test firSst and the remaining scbjects received

the Other test first.

iormula and story problems differed in the'dev,ree to*ich the ,7i'ven

information was ekplicit in Ihe questionf For e::ampie, a i'ormula problem

testing knowledge of Equation I would sLate "P(A) .4 and P(B) = .3. If

A and B are incompatible, what, is the-value of P(A or 0?" In contrast,

a story.problem testing the same kilowledge would read as follows: "The

probabilitY is .20 that Jirm'y will win a race a'nd.30 thit he will finish

second. What iS the probability that he will.win or finish second?"

Aptitude'Tests

A cen-it m test measured knowlede ef basic aleebra, decimals, per-

centages, fractionJ,, and syrboi translation. A second, eht-item teSt.

vasured analytical ability; it required subjedts to choose frem among several

Yenn diagrnms the one that represnted a specified relationship among real-

J

world sets. The items in both tests were taken from the ao_al,,tieal abilities

and mathematiLs sections of the (;raduate Record Examinatioi aptitude test.

) Procedure

!Objects wore tested itldlvidually. They were instructed to read the

text booklets silently and at_ their owli rat-8, tryinL, Co understand the explanations

and Cxamples. The standard and low-explanatory groups, why6e texts'were

four, pages in length, were to c tia to finish;

the high-explanatory group, whose te:ct was 14 pat,es in lenth, was given

25 minutes. These limits, based on pilot subjects, wcre i.lposed to discourage

any individual from either, qui(Ily scanning the texts, or taking an inordinately

long timel All subjects finished reading their te.:ts in the given time

pe:iod for.their, 'group. Subjects in the low-emplanotory Ind standard groups

A.

4
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tended,to rate the study time more favorably th,In subjects in the high

, explanatory text condition, but this difference was not significant.
2

11

At thc completion of ,.2.he study period, subjects were given twe minutes,I
to study a list of 15-words unrelated to probability and were then required

to write down as many words as-they could recall on i blank shee44hf paper.'
,-4

Upon completion of the interpolated task, subjets were g

was'oneproblem on,a page with spnce,to do any work which the subject

the test.

flt mi'lht help in the solution. Subjects v.!re gien ns r7uch time as they

reqtlired tO,compfete tue test: most required, abent 30 mu''ut.,.s. Upon completing

the pr)blems, subjicts were ssked ) return hours,later. un the second

test day, silbjects were given the seconi:orm of the test. The order of

presentation of the test forms was counterbalnnced.

Following the second periormance te t, subjects were cAven as much

time as Chey required to,respond to the dptitudo tests and to a qw,sLionnaire,

which aSked subjects to rate the study time, the compreh(h.,ibility of the

text, and the difficulty of the' problems. Since trnre were no s.ignificant-

-differences beteen groups by any hf these measures, the', will not beeconsidered

further.

iKesults

c

Perfo, rmance test data were scored according to both a strict and a

leplent'triterion. The strict criterion required that tiLe subject ,set up

the answer correctly in all respects; the lenient .rritei.ion gave ,credit

if the subject used the 'correct equltion but. r.,example-, inserted Lhe

wrong values. dl.stinction applies only _o-performant s on story proGlems:

3trict and lanient score,s were nearly the same for forau !. orobloms.
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Two analyses of variance were performed on the data. The first analysis

was oel the strict-criterion data. This involv:d three between-subject variables

.(three texts, four sequences of problems, and two orders oC posttests) and

three withif#subject ia les (two problem types, cr.s of problems

, with one correspond , to each of the six equations, and two days). The

,

second analysis dropped one problem type, the formula problems, and introduCed

criterion (strict versus lenient) as 'a variable.

Figure 1 summarizes the resulLs. Consider the analysis of the sLrict-

Insert Figure about here

criterion data first. Formula problems had a nigher rate )f solution than

story ;)roblems when scores were averaged over text conditions and days;

F(1,24) = 532.22, <.001, MSE = 6129. Problem type inleracted with text;

F(2,24) = 10.41, n <.001, MSE = .6129. Two subsidiary analyses were performed

to determine the source of this interaction. First, simp:e effects tests

were performed comparing the three Lext condltions on furmula and on story

scores; despite the apparent superiority of the stan,dald and 1ow-2explanatory

groups on,formula problems and of the high-explanatory ,roup on story problems,

neither analysis yielded a significant result (p - .10). Analyses of covariance

using aytitude scores as cOhriaLes produced the same restrit. Nt.

In a second analysis, story and formula scores we're cont...asted for

each of the three text conditions. The low-explauatory and standard groups

did mtich better onYormula thin'on story problems while the high-explanatory

group yerformed about.equallv well on both problem types. F tests of prbblem
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type were performed on the data for each group sepatatol, . for the low-

exPlanatory group, F(1,24) =.33.66, .00i; for the stn,lard group,

--21F(1,24) = 39.16, p .001; for the high eplanacory group, F < L. Because

the error variances were quite stable across the throe ,,-.s.t conditinns%

the pooled MSE of .6129 was the error term in all thrce t;ts._

The effect of days differed for the two types of prol.,lems, as indicated

by the significant day problem type interaction; F(1,24) = 7.11, MSE = ,1580,

4.4

a. ,,.02. There was a small nonsignificant drop in proporLion ()rrect for

the formula problems from the fir§t to the second test (the nrop)rtions

I 0

are .63 and .60, respectively) , and a .small nonqignific-ant increase for
,

the story yroblems'f.43 and .46),
.

Table 2 presents the ftoportion correct for eac'h grcup Ear each set

of four problems testing knowledp71 of eacll equatLon. rhc problem sets varied

Insert Table 2 about here

in 'd,if.ficu3ty [F(5,120) =,21.72, msE . 5.63, j < .601] ; the degree of

variability among the six sets depended upcn,text e6ndition (F(10,120) = 2.09,

MSL = .5163, E .051 and problem type [F(5,120) = 18.12, ASE = .3566,

< .00] 1. One factor in this variability appear, to be that mean scores

fur the standard and low-explanitory groups aro well below those of the

high-e%plaNitory. group 'on a I 1 the story problem sets testi ng knowledge of

Equations 1, 2, 4, and 5 (sa A) but not on those testinel&owledgc of Equatiovss

3 and 6 (Set B). In response to this observation, four siqnifiaance tests

were perform:1 eontrasLiag i, lie hir,h explanatory grout.) against the other

two groups combined on,Set A atory problems, on 'e,t.__3_f3tory problems;



on Set A formula prob em;,' and on Set B formula problms. Only thc. F r;q1:To
,

for Set A story problems wls greater than I; F(l,43) = 6.11, 2. s .0:!5....-t

.\ This contrast is post hoc and che reported F statistic should %:,iewed

with.. caution; it would not be significant using Scheftd's criteria). Never-

.thiTiruç ?rolyability

5'

theless, the resqlt makes sense in terms of the stage model presented edict-.

Story problems testing.knowledge of Equations 3 and 6 (Set B) contain

key word, "and," wtlich'unambiguously dictaLes multiplication of the stated

probabilities. This is not true of other story problems; for example, "or"

may dictate EqUation I (addition) or Lquation 2 (aCsiltion and subtraction),/

This differcace between Set A and Set, B story problems suggests that the

- difference in rt,wts. in Lesting eontrasus on the tWo sets reflects an inabili!,

of subjects in nonsxplanutory eonditials L. match t.11ZI performanee of those

in the hiqh-cs:plaratoy .1.-oup except when.c1tegoria4tion and translation

;

requirements are minimal. .0

The analyses report.ed so Car have been based up.511 a strict bcring

to receive credit for ah answer, the subjcetshad to have it entireiy correct.

'6Answers to story problems were also scored according to-a lenient criterion,

which.accepted as correct the alipropriate formula, regardless of whether

\-.
values were correct19 inserted. The criterion did not interact with the

sequence of test problev's wiql:sin or across days.(all Fs 1) and, therefore,

these sources were pooled with the error term for,criterion and eriterion

by text condition to permit more powerful tests. Lenient criterion scores

were significantly higher than strict criterion s'core's; F(1,45) = 49.5q,

MSE = .3656, p. .01. The eriterion,interacted significantly with text

condition, F(2,45) = 3.65. n .,: .05. The reason [or this interaction appears

to be that strict and 1,,nient criterion scores differed much less in the
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high-explanatory text condition than in the other two cond,tioas; the inter-

action :him of oiares was completel-; accouated for by the 0N1rast.beAcen

the high-exnlana ory and other two cond4ns with res').ct to the strict-

lenient difference. The,F ratio for this contrat was 7.2°, < Q3 using

SchefWs.procedure.

Aptitude Data

The respective mean aptitude scores for the low-explanatory, standard,

and high-explanatory groups were the follcwing (expresse'd )4 -,-roportion

correct): Quantitative - .66. .66, .7; Analytical - .69, .71. .82. The

differences were nocsignificant, bothas > .10. l'urthermore, an additiobal

-

analysis of performance scores for,sabset of snOjects macct,ed in aptitude

prodved the sa',Ie results as the original analytds reported in the preceding

sectious.

Discussion

Con5ider three alternative models-of Lae role explanatory text.

An elabowtion model holds that Liao presence of ndditionaL, integrative

and explanatory, material provides additlonal retrievn'l.routes to the main

points to be remembered (Reder & Anderson, 1980). That model provides an

account Qf many.memory phenomCma, including levels of processing results,

a

and better memory fur superordinate ideas in passages (Anderson, [97(i).

It would predict that, the high-explanatory t;roup would have an advantage

in retrieving formulas. IL clearly does pot provi0v an idequate account

of the effects of our texts. Orr high-expLanatory croup '2oes worse than

the others (although not significantly) in sfalving formula problems. Further,

itiore,'in a sfUdy recently c9mpleted, we have found significant superiority

of the standard group against t'he high-explanatory group (.901vS. 60 correct)
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in recalling the cl:!ilt hand aide of the,eqhlatiohs to the cue af the ATti

hand side.

c--While the ela:alra otian model focuse's n r. etrieval, the iaterfarenee model

focuses on initia, st_orage. It holds that the additiunal material inaerent

in an elaborated Last takts needed resources and the main points are less

well learned. Petler and Anderson (1980) concluded that this is what happens

'in studying chapters from texts in linguistics and geography. The results

on formula problLms and memory for formula',, noted above, sugpe3t that there

may be soma truth to this. Formulas du appear to bc leas well Stored ia

the high-explanatory coalition. Nevertheleaa, this model ia-incomplete
_

as a characteri4a(t)a of mathematical learnina la..eause it fails to k:01110

LO grips WiL. tia aroceasing, of stary problems.

. -
The molt . med.! preacn!ed earlier in ill:a, paper prov1daa a letter

account of )1.: dati. Within this framework, Ow results of the prese:t

study can b: -4p1:E.aed by two assumptions; Cao lirst is that both cata..goriaatioa

and traasIztion are more difficult Eo&tary th.tn for fermulzi problema;

in story problems it is less obvious wha kind of problem is preseut and,

once that is decided and an equation retrietLed, it i.. lesa obvi9us which

-numbers go Aere. ,rhe second assumption is tnat external connectedness,

linkage among equations, and explattati,n ol equationsqualities primarily'

I

.present in the elaborate high-explanatory textin some combinacian tacilitate

categoriz(4tion and translation.

From these assumptins, it folluws directly that subjects in the high-

ex(1anz .ory group should be less affected by prublem type than those la

the standard and low-explanatory groups; should be more Likely to aolve

problems when they had retrieved the appropriate equation and should be

aided less by the presenae of key words in selecting appropriate equations
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Cor;story problems. All three al these con,cquenceu of the.modciere supported

by the data. First, while the standard and lou-expk.aatry groupverformed

significantly Less well on story than on formula preLlems, the hi-expLanatury

.

group performed about vhe same on both. Second, 1-ulent and striLt criterion

!.!cores w2reoferther apart for Lk, low-e% anplanatory d st(yndard grows than

for che'high-explanatory group, !wpporting the as,sumption !hat translation

of the story was mOre difficult for the first two ::,roups. Thirdthe

nonexplanatory groups performed as well as the hi,Ui-e,:plan t((rq gr4flp only

on story problems in which 'the wordinv unambitiously r(qut,:e, a patticular

operation. The advanuwe Of the high-explanatory gr)up is much larger for

other story problems. An examination cm- the kinds of errors subjclizts made

od individual problems provided additional evidenc( about !hi: offiet'S of .

text. The peeiormanee of the hi0-explanatory group was les, affected by
)7

1-te presence or absenee of key wordi;, ond wa's less depr,e,sed bv t i iue ancnson. ,

of irrelevant information in the ,tatement of story problems. Sie f:his

analysis is post hoc and unsupported by significance tests. the spport

it offers our model is at best tenuous. It does suggest, however, that

future studies might profitably Alanipulate the presence1o!* key wordvind

irrelevant infOrmation, and study the interaction with text. condition.

The g/reater reliance of the low-cxplanatory and stanOird groups on
.

.
,

key words/parallels a result reported by Chi, le!tovich, ind Glaser (rote

(

2) who fonnd that noviees yarning physics were morn depc:ident upon s eh

surface features than were exPerts. Theynote that both n-wips may 1.1!3e the .

same set,of hey wordi; but "th( actual cues u.,ed the e%per are not thd

wor theriselves but who they sign ify." In our st ütly,.h rds . may .:be

immediate retrieval cud:, for Ow low-cs:pl,matory mid standard .;rours but

tmay signify secondary cues such as Lntersections and unions for the high-
!
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ekplanat r subjeeLs. The present work complements t-ndic comparing experts.

4

Ind novices. Although all our subjects were novices, those t.iugnt yith

the high-explanatory text differed from other subje,:ts in their processing

of storv problems in wlys similar to those is whtch experts have been shown

to differ from novices. If the Nal of instructioli is to move the novice -

along the path toward expertise, the role of explanation would seem to btr

critical.

fl

on,

e
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Table 1

0

Formulas Presented in the Three 2exts

(1) P(A or B or C) = P(A) PO) P(C)

(A, 4, and C are -Ritually exclusive)

(2) P(A or B) = P(A) P(B) 7 P(A and B)

(gene.ral case)

(3) P(A and B
/
and C) = P(A) x P(B) x P(C)

(A, and C are independent)

(4) P(A, B, B. B, A) = P(A) x P(s) x P(B) x P(B) x P(A)

(5) P(A given B) = P(A and 04P(4)

(6) ..P(A and B) = PEA given B) x

-.

vy.

21



Proportion of Crect

, For Story and ,Formul

Learning Probabilit!y

29

able 2

#

Resp6tmes totich Fnualion

Problems. Pooled over Days

St ry Data

uation

'Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean

Low-ExplandtoTy .331 .172 .547 .406, .203 .594-0 .409

Standard _ . .547 .219 .531 .250 .219 .609 .396

High-Explanatory .828 ,297 , .531 .359 .625 .534

Mean .635 .99q .547 :396 .260 :609:

FAmula Dta

I

8

..

Piquation
i

Group 1 2 ' 3
1

4 5 6 Mean

'

Low-Expldnacory
.

StanClard ,

High-Explanatory

Mean

.750

.578

.750

.693

.484

.57E1

.391

:484

.8,13

.781

.594'

.735

.750

.766

.672

',.729

.594

.719

.422

.578

.453

.A53

.1.84

.463 ..

.641

.646

.552

.613

2(1

_
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Statistical inference is part of the research metho4lagrfof many

disciplines. It is not,surprising, therefore, to find introductory statistics

courses required, or highly recommended, in the undergraduate curricula of

such diverse units as departments in the social and biological sciences,

and in schools of education, business, public health, and agriculture. A

basic element in such courses is probability: typically, the addition and

multiplication theorems,'the binomial theorem, and possibly conditional and

joint probabilities., Given the importance of statistics in general, and'

probability in liarticular, an understanding of the consequences of various

-

approaches to Xehching this material is clearly desirable. The need for

research on the teaching of probability and statistics becomes even clearer

when we note the considerable evidence that most adults do not understand

probability and:in fact, have TrOnounced misconceptions-CTversky and

Kahneman, 1974).

Infthe last decade, several inveStigatorg (Mayer, 1974;;Mayer and

Greeno, 1974 Mayer, Stiehl, and Greerio, 1975; Myers, Hansen, Robson, and

McCann, 1982) have varied the relative emphasis placed upon rote and con

ceptual learning in teaching elementary probability. The most consistent

finding in all of these studies is that neither methods which emphasizgd

rote learning of formulas nor those which emphasized understanding of

,concepts provided a uniform advantage of postinstruction tests. Perifor

mance was a function of both the method of instruction and the type of

problems.

These results are based on group means for sets of problems. Because

of this, they provide only limited insigh,ts into the processes involved

when novices attempt to solve ekementary probability problems. To further

A



our understanding of those processes, we have recorded clinical interviews

with individuals attempting to'solve problems after brief exposure to a

. text which presented, and attempted to explain, a few basic probability

formulas. Some of the results of those interviews will be presented and

discussed in the nexi section. We have also returnedlo the data originally

collected by Myers, et al., (1982) to perform a more molecular analysis.

More precisely, we have examined the types of errors made on individual

' problems by subjects taught by texts whildiffered with respect to the

relaelve weight placed upon rote learning and understanding of.probability

formulas. Those error analyses also will be considered in this article.

PROTOCOL ANALYSES

Method

Sub ects. Nine undergraduate students at the University of Massachuntts

each received six dollars for their participation. None had previous exposure

to probability or statistics.

Text mateAal. The text was 14 pages in length, and contained concepts

and equations pertaining to elementary probability. It explained such terms

as mutual exclusivity and independence, and presented six equations, each

of which vas prefaced.by an example. The equations are shown in Table 1.

Probability was defined as a relative frequency of events, and examples

emphasized the relation between answers and cou nts of the number of ways

that various events could occur. Equations were deVeloped in terms of

their relation to other equations; for example, the text noted that the

probability of the union of two mutually exclusive events (Equation 1) was

a special,case of the probability of the union of any two events (Equation
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2). The text used pictorial aids, such as Venn and branch diagrams, to

explain why an equation was applied .in,a.particular example.

Insert Table L about here

Procedure. Subjects were-tested individually. They were instructed

to read the text at their own rate, trying to'understand the explanations

and examples. They were permitted to take notes, butiwere informed that

they would not be allowed to use t4em during the subsequent problem solving

period. Most subjects required about 30.minutes to read the text. At the

conclusion of the study period,isubjects were given two minutes to study a

Iist of J5 words unrelated to probabiLity and were then asked to write down

as many words as they could' recall on a blank sheet of paper. Upon completion .

of the interpolated task, subjects partiCipated in a taperecorded interview

in which they were instructed to "think out loud" as they attempted to solve

a series of 1.6 problems related to the text. A typical interview lasted

approximately 1 hour. (Three subejcts who required that much time for their

first few problems were not given ail 16.)

When subjects first considered a problem, the interviewer was non

directive, allowing subjects.to freely answer and explain their reasoning.

If subjects encoutered extreme difficulty with a problem, the interviewer

provided direction by such means as questioning certain aspects of the

subject's reasoning and encouraging the subStct to pictorially represent

the informozion in the problem. The interviewer also reminded subjects to

think aloud when they fell silent.
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Problems: The problem set consisted of two story problems for each of

the six equations in the text, as well as four "conceptual' problems which

were included as an alternative means of taping subjects' understanding of

the text. The solution of hese last four problems required subjects tb

reason beyond the information provided by a formula.

Results and Discussion

-.-

Before considering the,problem solving processes, as inferred from

.00

protoCols, it may be useful to have a sense Of the level oft-performance:

Answers were scored correct if correcely set up in all respects. Subjects

were not required to calculate the numerical result. The proportion correct

for the six subjects who completed the problem set was .9,0_oo_story_Eobtms

and .79 on comceptual problems. The three remaining subjects attempted an

aveTage of 5.33 story problems with a mean proportion correct of .56.

In eXamining the interview protocols we fOcussed on two questions:

How did subyects attempt to categorize prOb ems? How helpful were till&

diagrammatic aids provided in the text? We owl:-tUrn to these matters.

Categorization of problems. Categori at op,is a crucial stage in

problem solving, (Hinsley, Hays & Simon, $97). Cognitillet psychologists

have suggested a number of ways td which ,instances of a ,category may be

classified, among them categorization onthe basis of critical featureS
t:

(Bourne, DoMinowski, and Loftus, 1979) dnd categorization by,analogy to

previously experienced instances Of the category (Brooks, 1978). Our

subjects exhibited both of these processes. We will consider each in turn.

Subjects frequently used key words such as "and," "or," or "given" as

cues to categorization of a problem. Following are two typical protocols.

The first demonstrates how a subject decides between addition and multiplication:

I.

3,a



S:...If I was relating different events by an "and" instead

of an "or," then I would multiply the.probabilities, whereas

if they were "or" - then I would add the probabilities. That's

the way I looked at it while I was doing'it. So I'm trying to

ace whether these are "ands" or "oq." .

Other protocols illustrate dependence on the key word "given." Note that

the subject in the following excerpt is somewhat confused about exactly

what goes into the numerator of the ratio of probabilities:

S:...I remember at the end-there was a formula that showed you

how to calculate someting given something else. And it'had to

do with a ratio--a ratio of these two--added toggther--...A

given B--I remember that part--was equal to the retio where

the numerator was A plus B.

Reliance on key words is only partially,successful. Even if the

problem is categorized correctly, the:key word strategy provides no.help in
A

, substituting the correct values from the problem into the equation. The

key word gtrategy often does not unambiguously distinguish between equations

(for example,'between applications of Equations I and 2); and it is

inapplicable when the key word Is not explicit in the text. We shall see

eidence of- -theaCaif ficulties- in -the section on -error anal.yses...

Finally, even when applicable, the key word strategy is subject to

.

misuse. For exemple, protdcols demonstrated frequent confusion about which

word signified multiplication and which addition. We shall see evidence of

these difficulties in the section on'error analyses.-
Although.key words were clearly important to subj4cts, they also

ircasionally verbalized their recognition o4 the similarity of a prOblem to



an,example seen in the text. 'Following is an excerpt from a protocol of a

subTect,who, in trying to solve a problem, notes that he had seen an

analogous example in the text:

Subject(S); Okay, 50% is under 40, 60% is male, 207. is both...

This one seems to be like that ace of hearts one (an

Instructor(I):

S:

example from the text)
1

.

Why do you say that?

Because, it overlaps-there's part of it that applies
4

to both 40 and male. So under 40 or male--I know I

subtract something-=

What do you think.you should subtract?

S: I subtract this.

S:

S:

The 20% under 40 and male?

Uh-huh
. ,

Why'do you think you should ilibtract that?

Bedause I remember the one--you were supposed to

subtract the ace of hearts--4that was the overlap.

So I think these involve addition.

Why do you think that?

sr. S: Just the way I remember it in my mind--the problem

was laid out in the text.,..It was the chance of 0
drawing an ace or a heart and they got three chances

of drawing an ace, 13 of draWing hearts and 17ss

minus one for the a . of hearts. So--it doesn't

come out to the same answer that they gave.

Dp you know why?

p.



S:

1:

Lgthink it came out toL17. Oh,inaybe I should put

-fddrr aces'.

Does,that make sense to you--4taces and 13 hearts?,

Yeah, 'cause that's the whole thing. And thatts

just minus'the overlap. So now I'll go up here and

do.this up here. Four aces, thirteen hearts, 5G%

under 40, 60% male', 207. under 40 and male; so that

would be .5 Plus 603, male minus .2 equal to .9.

That's a lot.

Protocols such as this demonstrate that subjects were able to go beyond

superficial features and extract classification cues. The subject in the

example noticed the intersection in the problem, used this cue to recall an

example, and analyzed the gxample
7
to arrive at the solution. In short, the,

subject made use of conceptual relations between the problem and the example,

rather than relying on memorized associations between surface features of

the problem statement (e.g., the word "or") and a formula.

The tole of diagrams in the text. Venn and branch diagrams were included

with the presentation of each equation in the text in order to aid subjects

in understanding the rationales for these equations, and to provide a frame- ,

work within which to solve problems. Comments by subjects in thp study

and in a previous one (in which subjects were asked to think aloud ad they

worked through a questionand-answer version of the text) indicate that the

diagrams did help'subjects understand the text. Hokever, they were less

successfully used in Solvinktist problems. Although most subjects attempted

to use at least one of these_representations at some point during the problem

solving session; they did not attem use them very frequently. .



Mistakeiinvolving. Venn diagrams were typically Oue to confusioniabout

c__ .

how to construct and label the diagram, rather than in- inability to interpret

a correct,repre'Sentation. For example, one subject m4 three attempts to

represent the information given in the problem presented in footnote 1.

the first twg attempts, the subjaZt was unable to represent the information

that 60% of the'city's population was niale. This was because he focussed

on the probability of being under forty and its cOmplemtnt, first dividing

a single circle into areas of "over" and "under 40," and then drawing a

diagram coritaining an intexsection of "over and under 40." In the third

attempt at a reiresentaion, the subject drew two nonoverlapping circles

for "over" and "under 40," with a third circle, labelled "males," over
.

lapping each other. This diagram, however, contained an area which

supposedly represented males that are not ove. r under 40.

Misrepresentation involving branFh d agrams seemed to occur most often

1
_

because subjects lacked the ability to move from a representation inAving

relatively few concre viK, countable e.tnts (as given in the

I
text), to one

that involved more abstracOprobabilities of events that re more difficult

to count,. While the subject in the following example did not actually draw

a branch diageim, the protoCol is relevant in that it shows the subject

attempting to obtain the same xesult:that a branch diagram would yield;

namely, the nuTber of events in the,sample space and the number of events

of inierest. The following is an excefirt of a subject attempting to solve'

the following 1;roblem:

"On a multiple choic test with 4 choices for each item, a

student guesses. 4lhat is the 'probability that he is right

on items 1 and 2 but wrong on 3 and 4?"
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Subject(S): Piobability of beinrighi is one fourth, .25.

Alia wrong

Intervidwer(I): Okay, how

S: Well/out

S:

. I:

;: S:

S:

%

to choose

would be .,75.

did you get those two?

of the four choices for each item, you.get

one--so that would be one out:of four

chances--you

one

wrongthere

answei, soald

e'achthere'

would be

have one charOgof being right--which

to four which would be .25. tad to be

are three wrong answers and.one righr

t :of four questions with four choices

s sixteen possible choice

sixteen possible choices, four could

twelve could be wrong. Chances of getting them all

right would be .25.

The chances of getting the first one right, the

second one right, and the third and fourth is .25?

Yeah.

day, why do you say that?

Because,"out of the:sixteen possible choices for all

four questions, there are only four r t angwerS,

so it would be four sixteenths--one fourthI'm

going to ake a wild guess at this e--and Say.it's

one eighth..

Why do you say that?

Because to get them all right is--it's .25. That's

'the chance you get, one quarter chance. So you're

halving--wait a secondyou's halving that.
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I: c Why are you halvirig t'hat? 0

S: Well, you're only getting two rightbut you're only

getting two wrong, too,--The chances are better for

getting things wrong--I don't know.

This subject has made a fairly reasonable attempt to obtain the answer as a

,relative frequdncy. The major error occurred in defining an event as one

of sixteen.alternative adswers.(four for each question), instead aaone of

256 poatIble sequences of answers. (The text had,not explained that

probabilitiesmay be assigned to segdentsof a branch..aiagraain order to

simplify it. When all segments are,equally weighted, the correct diagram

has 256-possible paas, nine of which satisfy the conditions spebified in

the problem.). This subject seems to have been aware that her representation

was incorrect, that it failed to compensate tr the greater probability of

ing_incorrectly. However, she was unable to use this knowledge correctly.

e subject seems to have been prepared to think in terms of a fairly Sdall;

countable sample space, but unable tO extend this thiniing to situations in

,wach very large sample spaces or abstract probabilities are involved.

Although the use of branch diagrams by our subjects was.infrequent, this

difficulty waS typical oh those occasions when they Were employed.

ANALYSES OF- ERRORS

In the study just descriged, we employed only one text. An earlier
r.

study by Myers et al., (1982) provides a baais for 'comparing the effects of

instruction by that text (which we Will,call "explanatory") with the effeas

of-instruction by.texts which provide little explanation, or integration,

of the eqpations taught. In .this section, we provide a more molecular-

oy.

u
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analyais of the data than'is available in the.earlier article. By examining

the kinds of errors made on individual problems under different text conditions,

we arrive at some sense of the waY in which different Instructional modes

A 1

influence what is learned and how it is used in solving probability problems.
0

Method

Subjects. Forty-eight'4olunteers froM an Intioductory Psychology coUrse

were randomly assigned to one of three text conditions. None had previous

exposure to instruction in probability or statistics.

Texts. There wre three text conditions: The explanatory text was the

same as the text used in the protocol study described in the preceding section.

A second text was labeled "standard" because it seemed similar to many

introductory Statistics textbooks currently in use; it treated probability

as a mea4ure with certain well defined properties (e.g., limits of one and

zero) And used familiar real-wor11:1 examples (e.g., the probability of rain

tomorrow),.but did not explain probabillty in terms of counting processes.

Nor did,. the standard text provideany explanation or develop relations

between equations. A loW-explanatory text was even more abstract than th

standard text; aside feom an initial ;reference to dic'e throvapg, examples

were rted in terms of such quantitied as P(A) and P(B).. All three texts

rdt

presedted am example followed by the appropriate equation, as well as

/

definitioils of terms dUCh".as

detailed preseptation.of, the

Myers ef.ak., X1982).

e

independence and mutual exclusivity. A more

-140

matertalAin,the three texts may be found in'

Problems. The 24'story problems included the 12 used in the protocol

. a1ysis study and'12 others that were-simi1ar. There were four problems

ik
tedtiiig knowledge of each of the six equations presented in the texts.

N



I. Procedure. SubjectS were tested individually. Thaf were iqstructed

to read the text booklet silently and at their own rate, trying to under-
%

stand thegexplanations and examples.- The standard Ad low-explanatbry

as they required to respond.to aptitude tests and to a questionnaire. These
,

groups, whose texta-were four pages in length, were told that they would

have 0-minutes to finish; the explanatory group, whose text was 14 pages

M,Iength, were given 25,minutes. These limits, based on Rilot subjects,

were,imposed to discifurage any individual from either quicklf.scanning the

texts, or taking an inordinately long time. All subjects finished:reading

,

their texts in the given time period for their group. Subjects in the low-
.

explanatory and standard groups tended to rate the study time more favorably

than subjects in.the explantory text'condition, but this difference was not

significant,

At.the completiorvof the study period, subjects Were. given the saMe

interpoliied task used in the protocol Study. Upon completion-of this task,

they were given a test,consisting.of half of the problems. There was one

,
problem on a_page with space toLdo any work which the subject felt might

help in the,solution. Subjects were given as much time as they required to

. ,

complete the,test; most required about 30 minutes.. :Upon completing,the

,
-

problems, subjects were aske4,to return 48 hours later. On the second test
,

day, subjects were given the second form tif the text, consistineof 'the

other 12 problems. The order of the presentation of the test forms was

counterbalanced.

&glowing the second performance test,' subjecta were gillen as much time

measures are described in Myers et al., Z1982),'where the_result of their

analy6es is also reported.
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\
T. have chosen to foCus on those problems'testing knowledge of Equations

1, 3, and 4; the problems withiz these sets revealed the widest variation

in proportions of correct responses. In considering answers to these problems,

we ask: why is there Marked variation in proportion correct to problems

requiring the same equation'for solution? And why is this pattern of variation

affected by text condition?

The low-explanatory and standard groups performed in simirar fashion

on all problems: TherefOre, inkthe interests bf SiMplifying the presentation,

we have treated them as a single condition which we have labelled "nanexplanatory." _

We begin our consideration of the results by briefly noting Table 24hich

Insert Table 2 about here

,presents proportions of correct responses for each condition for each of

the Tour problems for each of the rules presented in Table 1. It i clear
.

from Table 2 that,there was cohsiderable variability within sets,of pr blems,

and that the pattern of proportion correct oflen-differs markedly for the

two text Conditions. In what 'follows, we will attempt to demonstrate that

the problem-specific effects are due to e ements of the probleth presentation

which affect the ease of classification and translation, and.that subjects

in the_ nonexplanatory condition were,more sensitive to these elements.

Equation-1. These four problems provide an example of our thesis that

subj

problem stat

in the nonexplanatory condition are sensitive to aspects of tIle

ent whicti have tittle effect upon the performance of subjects
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in the explanatory condition. As indicated by Table 2, proportions of

corxect responses in the nonexplanatory group yaried greatly across the
a

four problems testing Anowledge of Equation 1, while performances of those

in the explanatory group are not only much better but also quite stable.

One reason for the variation in performance in the nonexplanatory

conaition is that--for these subjects--some problems are much more difficult

to classify than others. There are at least two aspects of a problem's

.//
statement that .can cause such difficulties in misclassification: the

presence of irrelevant information and the absence of key words associated
-

with use of a particular equation. Both are illustrated by errors made in

response 'to Problem 1B. This problem states that:

"In the National Women's Ping!-Pong League, Los Angeles has a

.3 chance of winning, San Francisco has a .2 chance, San Diego
-e

has a .1 chance, New York has a,.1 chance, and Philadelphia has

a .3 chance. What is the probability that a Wegt Coast team

Aft
,will.win?"

Note that this problem contains irrelevant information; the stated

probabilities for,New.York and Phlladelphia are unnecessary. Subjects in

the nonexplanatory condition attempted to use these probabilities; five

subjects subtracted .14-.3 from the,correct sum (or from the product of tile

West Coast probabilities), four others multiplled all five probabilities,

'
and two others divided by .1 + .3. Only one libject in the explanatory

condition attempted to incorporate the,irrelevant values into his answer.

Apparently', subjects,who do not understand the rationale for using the

equations attempt to use any information presented to them. In this example,

the subjects cited misclassified the problem; using,Equations 2, 4, or 5 in

an attempt to incOrporate all,the values stated.

4 4
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Eight of the 32 subjects inh nonexplanatory condition used Equation

3 rather than Equation 1, multi ing probabilities instead of adding them.

It is revealing that the only ot er of the four problems in which this type

of error was frequent (nine of 12 subjects who made errors) was problem 1D,

which states:

"In a large city hospital in 1978, the proportion of births

involving twins was .06; fo.r triplets, the proportion was .02;

for more thri triplets', 'it was .01. If we. define a multiple

birth as one involving more than a single child, what was the

probability of a multiple birth in that hospital?"

(IB) and (1D) are the only two problems in this set in whiCh the problem

does not 'specifically request the probability of something or something.

It is also important to note that this misclassification error occurred

only once for Problem (113) and once for Problem (1D) in the expfanatory

condition. Apparently, the absence of the key word causes difficulty for

subjects in the nonexplanatory condition.

Even when subjects in the nonexplanatory condition used the correct

equation, they.may have had difficulty .translating the story; that is,

correc.tly inserting values from the story into the equation.- This was a

major source of difficulty for the nonexplanatory group in Problem 1A. The

problem states:

"A marble is drawm from a jar containing 10 red, 30 white,

20 blme, and 15 orange marbles. What is the piobabiliti of

drawing a ret or white marble?"

Five subjects misclassified the problem, attempting to incorporate frequencies

of orange and blue marbles into their answer. Most of the errors, however,
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reveal a lack of understanding of the relation between frequency and probability.

Subjects often faii to divide the sum (Of the numbers- of red and white marbles

by the total number of marbles, or divided by 100. Note that this problem

was the most difficult for the nonexplanatory group but the easiest_for the

explanatory grou yho hied) the relation between frequency and probability
.).; 6 44-7" / -

explained in t eir te7YTh4.g-Orovides evidence of the effects of key words,

irrelevant information, and translation requirements on the performance of .

subjects in the.nonexplanatory group. The problem states:

"The probability is .2 that Jimmy will win a race anci,.3 that

,he will finish'second. What.is the probability that' he will

win or finish second?"

Note that this problem contains no irrelevant values, includes the key. word

"or", and involves a simple translation of the stated values. This problem

evoked the best performance in .the nonexplanatory group.

Equation 3. The explanatory group did not perform as well on these

problems as on those testing knowledge of Equation 1. We suspect that the

rationale for multiplication of probabilities is more difficult to understand

than that for adding probabilitiej.

In one respect, performances on this problem set were similar to those

on the first problem set: proportion correct was fairly stable over problems

for the explanatory group a'nd quite favorable fOr the nonexplanatqry group.

As with the first problem set, it appears that subjects in the nonexplanatory

coltT6 are more sensitive to the statement of the f)roblem than.are subjects

in_the explanatory condition.

Much of fhe variability exhibited by the nonexplanatory group can again

be traced to variations in the problems with respect to irrelevant information
-

,

-
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and translatrbn requirements. Problem 3D presents values that are redundant:

0

"In a cer,tain class, there are 80% men and 20% women. Alsoit.

'60% of the class are freshmen and 40% are sophomores. If sex

and yelor we independent, What is yhe probability that an

individua0.s female and a freshman?"

Four subjects in the nonexplanatory group used the wrong equatiOn in an

attempt to incorporate all four values in their answer (e.g., ".2 x .4 x .6

.x .8") and one made what we would characterize as a translation error,

multiplying .2 by .4. In contrast, no subjects in.the explanatory group

,used numbers other than .2 and .0 in their answers.

The angyers to Problem 3A indicate a serious translation difficulty

for subjects in both conditions. The problem states' that:

4 (

"The probabili'ty"that a man will be alive in 20 years is .4.

The probability his wife will be alive is .6. Assuming that

these are independent events, what is the probability that

he will be altve and she will be dead in 20 years?"

Of 23 subjects in the nonexplanatory condition who made an error in answering

this question, 11 made the response ".4 x .6e. one subject in the explanatory

condition gave this answer. Nine other subjects in the nonexplanatory group

substituted .4 and .6 into the wrong equation; five Subjects in the explanatory

group did this. it is not clear why subjects had so much difflculty classif ing

this problem. It is clear, however, that 20 of 32 subjects in the non-
,

explanatory group, and six of 'sixteen in the explanatory group, failed to

translate the stated probability of the woman being alive into the probabi ity

that she would be dead. We will shortly consider other evidence that

translation.of a stated probability into its complement is more difficult,

_

_ -
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and more often overlooked in the nonexplanatory

In contrast to performances on Problem 3A, the nonexplanatory group

lid very yell in answering Problem 33. This problem states:

".7 of the members of the state legislature favor a particular

bill. .6 oE the members are Democrats. ?If party and vote are

independent, what is the probability that the next legislator

you meet is a Democrat and votes for the bill?"

Why was this problem so easy for the subjects in the nonexplanatory group?

We suggest that they have memorized the rule: "Whenever the probabilities

of something and something _else are.required,imultiply their individual

o'
probabilities." In Problem 33, the word "and" is present and thefa are

only two possible values to multiply. Fortunately,.they, are the right two

% values.

Equatiop 4. This equation is the general case of Equation 3 and,

therefore, t would seem that subjects should score about the same on this

problem set as on the earlier one. That was the case for subjects in the

explanatory group; in the nonexplanatory group, however, the avdrage
-

proportion correct was .22 lower for the problems testing knowledge of

Equation 4 than for those testing knowledge of Equation 3. For the

explanatory condition, the proportions correct were, as in the other problem

. sets, relatively stable. Also, as before, the nonexplanatory group exhibits

greater variability of performance over the four problems.

That the nonexplanatory group had greater difficulty with these four

problems than with the third problem set may reflect two factors. First,

these problems typically omit explicit use of the key word "and"; this may

cause classification problems. Second', the probability of the complementary

4
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event'is often not explicitly stated; thus, there may be translation

difficuLties. For example, consider the wordinA of Problem 4A.

"A baseball player gets a hit in 30% of his times at bat.

\What is the probability that he goes hitless in all four

times at bat on a particular day, assuming that.the result

of one at bat has no eaect on the result of any othef at bat?"

Problems 4C and 4D are similar in that they lack the key word "and" and the

12,101,,
student must supply one probability by subtracting the value,givenia 1.0.

In both conditions, there are errors of.misclassification: for example,

averaging over problems 4A, 4C, and 4D, five of 32 subjects in the non

,

'explanatory condition added instead of multiplying values, and 2.33 of 16

did this in the explanatory group. There were also attempts to subtract

and divide probabilities. More striking, at least in the nonexplanatory

condition, were errors of translation. Averaging over the three problems,

11.67 subjects in the non9cplanatory group made errors.of translation; for

example, giving .34 as an'answer to*Problem 4A. Only 2.33 subjects made

such errors in the explanatory group.

The nonexplanatorY group performed reasonably well on Problem 4B which

A

states:

"A.hockey team wins with probability of .5, loses with prob.

ability, of .3 and and ties with probability of .2. What is

the prbbfbility that in the next 4 games, the team wins, then

ties, then wins, then loses?"

The stttement of this problem seems to more closely parallel the statement

of Equation 4 than does that of the other Problems in this set,...thus reducing

the likelihood of misclassification. Furthermore, all the required prob

abilities are stated; translation difficulties are presumably minimal.
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GENERIZTISCUSSION.

In order to examine more closely.the effects of an explanatrry text on

NJ subsequent problem solving performancee have retorded interviews with

students as they worked on individual problems. In addition, we have analyzed

the types of errors made by subjects under differ ext conditions to

determine whether these errors would form an recognizable pattern. These

interviews and error analyses provided nsights into both the successful

\d

unsuccessful strategies our subjects used)and uncovered several common

Iso t. ces of difficulty underlying their attempts to solve elementary prob-

ability,problems.

The protqol analyses reveVed that our subjects relied primarily on

critical features, or "key words," in the Problem statement in order to

categorize the problem. They were also able to categorize some problems on

the basis of an analogy to the example provided in the text. Both the

interviews and t e error analyses revealed that the key word'stragegy is

only partially su cessful in categorizing probability problems because it

does not always un mbiguously differentiate between equations and leaves

the subject at a loss when the key word is not explicit in the problem

statement. In addition, even_ if the problem is correctly categorized, the

key words are of little or no help in translating the values in the problem

into the variables of the appropriate equation. Finally, subjects' protocols

indicated frequent confusion about which key word signified which operation.

This may be the result of the words "a(d," "or," arid "given" having different

conndlations in the context of probbility problems than in their more common,

)(.' everyday use-wi&I which the subjects are more familiar, or eXample, subjects

often wrote "P(A + B) =" when the problem required the probability of some-

41

5 u
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thing and something else. Although it is not difficult to understand these

errors (it is t considered improper to say "two and two equal four"),

this connotation of "and" makes it a less discriminable cue for multiplication.

On the other hand, subjects were more likely to arrive at the correct

solution when they categorized problems by analogy to the eRample presented

in the text. This sort of analogical reasoning seems less prone to the

pitfallsg-associated with the 'use of key words and thus desirable to

encourage. .An important factot in developing this'approach to categorization

may be an emphasis on explanation within texts. Although the subjects

taught by an explanatory text in the protocorstudy did employ key words in

solving problems, they are much less dependent upon those words than.subjects

taught by texts that place greater emphasis on rote learning of.formulas.

This was amply demohstrated in our analyses of errors made by subdects from

text conditions. Subjects in the nonexplanatory text condition made

more classific'ation errors on problems in which the key word was missing

from the prob statement than on problems in which the key word was

explicitly stated. For subjects in the explanatory text condition, the

proportion correct was about the same regardless of the presence of key

words; that is, their performance was relatively stable across problems

testing knowledge of the same equation.

One limitation of our explanatory text may be that the text.exampleS
).

were differeni from those in:the text. Several subjects indicated that

they understood the text but found the problems IA ill() text
"

more abstract"

than the examples in the text. This may be because the examples in_the text

,

used countab

1

e sets (e.g., the number of marbles of a cerrain color, or the

number of ca ds of a certain value) while those in the test most often i

,)
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presented proportions and percentages. This observation points up the need

for more research on the role of examples in the,text. Based,Qn subjects'

comments about the, need to have tesoroblems more like text examples, we'

. ,
suspect that it wiLl be important to identify the ditensions along which

problems can vary. Our results suggest some of these dimensions: the

presence or absence of countable events, of key words, of irrelevant infor
,

mation, and of quantities that must be transformed in order to solve the

. problem., If examples are to serve to illuminate concepts, and to provide .

an adequatelbase for analogical problem solvipg,.those used in instruCtion

should vary along the important dimensions. Such variability, rather than

the sheer number of examples in the text, may-well be the critical factor.

The protocol analyses also revealed that our subjects seldom used Venn

and branch diagrams in solving text problems, although sUbjects' comments

indicated that these diagrams did help them understand the accompanylng

examples in the text. Attempting to repreent the problem statement in a-

diagrammatic form proved to be a source of considerhble difficulty for the

subjects we interviewed. These findings indicate that understanding of the

representation of an example in the text does not necessarily translate

into the ability to represent a new problem. To the extent that such an4

ability is important, practice at representing problems is a critical part

of instruction in probability that is generally overlooked. How to implement

such practice is an important question to be researched. It is not clear

that the representations we have used, which are th6se most typically found

in probability texts, will function best. Recent texts have incorporated

more'concrete diagrammatic aids, for example, pictures of individual cards

and alternative outcomes of throws of dice (Freedman, Pisani, and Purves,

52
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1976; Pagano, l9£0.). Systematic research on the effectiveness of various

modes of representing probability problems seems in order.

4-le error-analyses revealed that variations in test performance on

problems requiring the same equatiom for solution were due to various

elements of the-problem presentation which affect the ease of classifiCation'

and translation, Subjects in the nonegplanatory text condition were more

sensitive to those elements than subjects in the explanatory text condition.

For subjects in th.nonexplanatory text,condition, the presence of

jrrelevant information (values not required for solution) caused errors.

These subjects tended to incorporate the extra values in their answers more

frequently than subjects in the explanatory text condition, which indicates

that they may have a very limited understanding of the rationale underlying

the use of each formula. If this is ehe case, it appears that.the numgar

of variables in the problem, rather than what the problem actually/.sks for,

will.Actat which formula is retrieved and s d for solution. n eddition,

the types of errors made on certain probrbms c

revealed that many subjects in the nonexplanatory text condition lacked the

fundamental concept of probability as a relative frequency, even though

they could correctly apply formulas to simpler problems..)

The error analyses revealed two types of translation errors both of

which occurred more frequently in the nonexplanatory condition. The first

type was revealed by problems which required the subtraction of one of the

given values from one. The most frequent error on these problems involved

inserting the stated value, rather than its complement, into the equation.

The second type involved the translation of a verbal statement in the problem

into a probability required for the equation. These errors occurred on
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problems which involved countable events. For example, on one problem testing
,

Equation 2,,several subjects translated "the probability that'a randomly

(selected person has a birthday on the first of any month" into the'value

1/12 in their answer. It is clear that there is some coUnting process under

lying this translation, and.that subjects who make this kind of error do/-m..,

have some sense of_probability as a relative frequency. Nevertheless, they

fail to take into account the entire sample space in their answer. :

JIesearch on translation skills and Various sources of translation errors

aeMent, Iockhead, & Monk, 1979; Paige and Simon, 1966) has indicated

that translation of story problems into mathematical equations is a very

common-source of difficulty /or many students. Although translation skills

,

are essential to understanding and successal problem solving, they are

generally taken LortIreneed in instruction. Our analyses suggest that

practice at translating probability problems should be an important part of

instruction in pr'obability. s clear that a major factor in developing

translation skills is an emphasis on explanation of the basic concepts

required for successful translation.over awide range of problems.

The explanatory text uaed in' both this and the pr-eVious study defined

probability as a relative frequency of events, and presented examples which

emphasized the relation between answers and counts of the numbers of ways

that various event§ could bccur. Myers e al. (1982) demonstrated that

this emphasis on explanation did\facilit te the translation'of story problems.

They used both a strict and lenient scoring criterton in analyzing story

problem data. The strict criteis4.on required that the 'solution be correct,

in all respects, while the leni t criterion accepted ascorrect the appro

priate equation, regardless of whether the values were correctly inserted.
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The difference between the two scores thus provided an index of translation

errors. The explanatory group had fewer translation errors; strict and

lenient criterion scores differed much les's in the explanatory text condition

than in the nonexplanatory text condition 1See Myers, et al., 1982, for a

more detailed discUssion of the contrast between text conditions with respect

, to the strictlenient difference).

The findings of the protocol study and the error analyses reported

here complement the result of studies using similar methods to investigate

the procesSes underlying students' problem solving performance. Chi

Feltovich,.&'Glasser (1981) investigated the categorization of physics

problems by experts and novices. Like our subjects in the nonexplanatorys

text condition, the novices they interviewed relied primarily on the surface

features or key words in the problems, whereas the experts tended to categorize

4the problems according to the underlying physics principles. \Although all

of our subjects were novices, those in.the explanatory.text condilion differed

from the others in their processing of story problems in ways that are similar

to those in .which experts differ from novices.

Clement (1979) found that *engineering students were particularly likely

to apply the wrong formula to elementary physics problems containing extra

information. Moreover, his analyses oNstudent problem solving protocols

indicated that a student's understanding of elementary principles of physics

can be very weak, even though the student can remember and mariipulate relevant

formulas. Similarly, our subjects in the nonekplanatory text condition made

more translation and classificati., rrors 6an the others, eVen though there
.

.

was some indication that subjects who read the nonexplanatorr text remembered

the formulas better.
2
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The cltnical interview method, and the analyses of the ty'pes of errors

made on paper and pencil tests, have shown that the stragegies used and the

errors made are seldom unique to a. single individual; rather,'those strategies\
and errors, form specifiable patterns across subjects vetch reflect the degree

of their Understanding of the concepts under.study. These methOds are

increasingly being used a's research.tools in invesigations of human problem

solving performance. In the present study, they have brnught us closer to

a precise definition of what it' means-to Understand elementary probability

and to a specification of the processes such understanding might affect.

t
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1
Th problem states: "50% of a city's 'population is under'40 years of

(1age. 6 % 'of the city's populationlis male. 20%..is under 40 and male.

".

' What is the probability that the next person I meet will be under 40 or male?"

2
Myers, et al. (1982) found that subjects 411 the-nonexplanatory text

.condition performed better than subjects in the explanatory condition on

formula problems such as "P(A) = .4 and P(B) = .3. If A and B are

incompatible events, what is P(A or B)?", but this difference was not

significant. 'However, theyoalso reported a follow-up study in which -

-0

subjects in the nonexplanatory'condition showed significantly better recall

for formulas,. '
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Table 1

.Formulas Presented in the Three Texts

(1) P(A or B or C) = P(A) + P(B) + P(C)

B, and*C are mutually exclusive)

(2) P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(A and B)

(general. case)

(3) P(A and B and C) = P(A) xTri? x P(C)

. (A, and C are independent)

441111,

(4) P( , B, B, A) = P(A) x P(B) x P(B) x P(B) x P(A)

(5) P(A given B) = P(A and B)/P(B)

(6) P(A and B) = P(A and B) x P(B)

Ltj



Table 2 jJ

Proportion Correct for Each Group for4Each Problem

, NONEXPLANATORY EXPIANATORY TOTALS '

(n = 32) ('n = 16) ,(h = 48)

RULE PROBLEM P(C) P(C) P(C)

1 A .4063 .9375 - .5833

B .4375 .7500 .5417

C .7188 .8125 .7'500

D .6563 .8125 .7083

TOTALS .5547 .8281 .6458

2 A .2188 .1250 .1875

B .1563 .4375 .2500

C .2500 .3125 .2708

D .1563 .2500 .1875

TOTALS .1953 .2813 .2240

3 A .2813 .5000 .3542

B .8438 .6250 .7708

C .5625 .5625 .8438

D . .5000 .6250 .5417

TOTALS .5469 .5781 .6276
,

4 A .1563 .50004 .2708

B .5625 .5000 .5417

C .1875 .4375 .2708

D .3125 .4375 .3542

' TOTALS .3047 .4688 .3594

5 A .1875 .4375 .2708

80 .3125 .3750 .3333

C .0625 .1875 .1042

D .1875 .4375 .2708

TOTALS .1875 .3594 .2448

6 A .5938 .7500 .6458

B .5938 .4375 .5417

C .5625 .6875 .6042

D .6563 .6250 .6458

TOTALS .6016 .6250 .6094

(
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APPENDIX 3e

The Role of Explanation in Teaching
Elementary Probability

Jerome L. Myers
Department of Psychology
University of 1,thssachusetts

Amherst, MA, USA 01003

ABSTRACT

Subjects with no prior knowledge of probability read one of three texts;

the texts varied in the degree of explanation and integration of basic con-

cepts of elementary probability. SUbjects in the high-explanatory text con-

.

dition did equally well on both story and formula problems, falling below
,

the formula performance of the other groups and above their story performance.

A detailed analysis of error protocols for each story problem showed marked

differences in which problems caused the most errors for the different groups

and in the kinds of eirors made. The high-explanatory group appeared to be
,

less dependent upon key words, better able to filter irrelevant information,

and more likely to insert values correctly into formulas. Thus, even with

novices, qualitatively different knowledge structures can be produced by

texts which vary in their emphasis on understanding.

l
%
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The Role of Explanati n in Teaching
Elementary Prob bility

Jerome L. . yers

Department of Psychology
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA, USA 01003

Parents, educators, and mathematicians have been involved in recurrent

debates about the relative merits of understanding mathematical concepts

and rote memoriziag computatiOnal formulas. In principle, such conflicts

shouldbe resolvable through research involving manipulation of the degree

to which students understand'mathematical material-and observation of their

performance on tests of mathematical knowledge. In actuality, we encounter

difficulties because we lack-both a precise definition of Mathematical under-

standing and a specification of the.proaesses such understanding might affect.

We have begun a research program to investigate the role of understanding

in learning elementary probability-by university undergraduAes. Although

we still lack a precise definition of understanding, we have identified three

dimensions which have provided the basis for constructing short texts. The first

such dimension, external cOnnectedness, corresponds to the degree to which a

text explicitly relates the concepts and formulas to.be learned to the real-

world knowledge the student presumably brings to the situation. The second

dimension might be ,termed "internal connectedness," the degree to which rela-

tions among formulas and concepts are explicitly developed. For example,

an equation to be learned may,'or may not, be presented as a special case

of a formula presented earlier in the text. The third dimension is explana-

tion, the degree to which a rationale is provided for a particular formula.

This refers not to derivations, but to intuitive justifications for procedures

taught. For example one of our texts uses branch diagrams to explain why

tte probability of the joint occurrence of two independent events is a product

of the marginal probabilities.



We will describe the texts constructed within this framework more fully

in a later section. First, however, we wish to consider certain processes

which should be involved in solving arobability problems, and the ways in

which these may be affected by the degree of understanding imparted by the

text. We assume three stages,: categorization of the problem, retrieval

of the formula apprppriate to that category, and translation of the prob/Via--

substitution of values from the statement of the problem into the retrieved

formula. In general, understanding should aid both the categoriz'ation and

ig4

translation of problems. Understanding may aid or hinder retrieval of formulas

from memory. On the one hand, the linkage of ideas and formulas make the

formulas easier to learn and recall; on the other hand, the ktl explana-

tory and integrative material could detract from time and effort t t should

be spent learning the equations.

From our perspective, it makes little sense to examine total test scores

as a function of the degree of understanding incorporated into the text used

for instruction. Which text is better may well depend upon which processes

are most important in the solution to a particular problem. For example,

assume that texts which empahsize rote learning of formulas at the cost of

deemphasizing explanation do provide an advantage in memorizing formulas.

we-

Then, problems in which categorizatiqn and translation are not difficUlt

May be more 'easily solved by students who have less understanding of the

material. On the other hand, assume that a problem provides no key words

which immediately signal the problem's category, or contains considerablE"--

e

irrertvant information which make categorization or translation difficult;.

a text which has emphasized understanding may provide a definite advantage

here. -

In view o i( these considerations, we have attempted a more molecular

analysis of test performance than-is usually thp case. For each of several

text conditions, we have examined variations in performance as a function

. 6,1
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of the type of problem. At a rather gross level, we have formula problems,

which merely presented certain values (e.g. "P(A) = .6, P(B) = .4") and

necessary conditions ("A and B are independent events"), and required the

subject to s t up the correct results (e.g. "What is P(A and B)?" requires

,6 x .4,as the swer); and story problems_which were considerably less trans-
,

parent. Within the set of story problems, performance has been related to
\\

such variables as the presence or absence of key words (e.g. "and" implies

the multiplication of probabilities), the presence of irrelevant values,

and translation requirements (e.g. whether it was necessary to subtract a

stated probability from One in order to solve).

Our perspective has also led us to require subjects to report their

answers as operations on numbers; for example a correct dnswer would be

.4 x .2, not .08.. This approach also providedmore detailed knowledge of

the types of errors'made.

To summarize, we view understanding of mathematical material as a function

of (1) conneCtions of text concepts and formulas to real-world referients;

(2) integrati9e of concepts and formulas within the text; and (3) explaution

7-

of formulas. This view has provided a basis for constructing three written

treatments of elementary probability, presumably varying in the degree to

which they convey understanding. Our view of the procelips involved in solving

problems has led us to use both formula and story problems, and to emphasize

analyses of error protocols.

.Subjects

Method

Forty-eight vo unteers from an Introductory Psychology course at the

University of Massachusetts were randomly assigned tg three text cond tions.

None had previous exposure to probability or statistics.

Texts

There were three texts, each judged to be repr entative of actual

chapt6rs on probability in various introductory statistics textbooks. All

.1 .
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contained the six formulas shown in Irable 1, with one numerical example illus-

trating the application of each forMula. All three,texts began with a hrief

Table

Formulas'Presented in the Three Texts

(1) P(A or-B or C) =-1,(A) -1-.P(B) +,P(C)

(A, B, and C are mutually exclusiye)

.(2) P(A or B),= + P(B) - P(A and B)

(general case)

1(3) P(A pn'd B and-C) = P(A) x P(B) x P(C)

(Av B, and C are independent)

(4) P (A, B, B, B, A) ,= POI) x P (B) x P (B) x P (B) x P (A)

(5) P (A-given B) = P (A and B) /P

/(6) P (A and 'B) = P (A given B) x P (B)

introduction indicating,that the text codtained-series of examples of pro-

-Thability calculations, and that each example would be followed ba formula

which could be used to solve problems 'of thak type.' All three texts then

,

contained a section labelled "What are the chances?" whiEL1Rtroduced the

concept.ofvobability and its limiting values. This section noted that

. ,

an action such as tossing a coin or observing the day's weather could have

severalpossible outcomes, that a probability value could be assigned to these
4

outcoMes. and.that these values'raliged from zero to one.
4

Despite these similarities, the'texts differed in severaL;ways. .A high-
4

xplanatory text defined,eobability as a relative frequency of events, and

%;111

,

,

\ .

e pies emphasized the relation between answers and co , f the numbers
-.,

.

of-T/ays that various events could occur, PA standard text treated probability

as a measure with cerOkin well-defined properties (e./g. limits of one and

'zero) and used familiar real-world examples (e.g. the probaeility of,rain

tomorrow), but did not explain probability i terms of counting processes.

A low-explanatory'iext was more abstract than either of the first two; aside

, .
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from an initial reference to'dice-throwing, examples were statedin terms'

of such quantities as P(A) and P(B).

The texts also varied with respect to the degree of linkage among the,

equations presented. Only the high-explanatory text showed that one equation

was a 'special case of another, or that one equation could be derived from

another. For example, this text pointed out that the probability of the

union of two mutually exclusive events (Equation 1) was a special case'of

the probaability of the uhion of arty two events,(Equation 2).

,-f .

Finally, the texts varied in the degreeiof explanation provided fpr

(each equation. In the igh-explanatory text, Venn and branch diagrams were

used to represent the information in the examples, and the equations applied

in these examples were explain6d in terms of these diagrams. Neither of

the other texts provided such explanations. For example, although all three

texts stated that the probability of the joint occurrence of two independent

events was the product of their probabilities and prorided an example of

this, only the high-explanatory text attempted to demonstrate why probabilities

were multiplied in such cases.

In summary, all 'texts contained an example followed.by the equation,

."rk
well as sufficient definits of terms such as mutual exclusivity and

y e
evendence. In the high-explanatory text, the relation oe/Probability

to counting was emphaiiZed, pictorial 'aids were used, and the equation was

presented as a natural development ensuing from the example.

Performance Tests

Two tests were constructed, each containing two sets of six story problems

and two sets of six formula problems. Within each set, t re was one problem

testing each ol t'he six equations in the text. The order f s ts within

a test was counterbalanced over subjects so that ther we e four sequences,

with the constraint that story and formula sets would alternate. Half of

the sp.tects received one test first and the remaining subjects received

a

the other test first.

/worm,



Formula and story problems differed 14 the degree to which the given

Ainformation was explicit in the question,. For example, a formula problem

testing knowledge of Equa 1 would state "P(A) = .4 and P(B) = If
se-N\

A and B aie incompatible, what is the value of P(A or B) ?" Ifricoaatt-r-,

\

a story problem testing the same nowledge would read as follows: "The probability

is .20 that Jimmy will win a rac and .30 that he will finish second. Wh t //

is the probability that he will win or finish second?"

Procedure

Subjects were tested individually. They were instructed to read the,

text booklets silently and at their own rate, trying to understand the roplana-

tions and examples. Tile standard and low-explanatory groups, whose texts

, were four pages in length, were told that they, would have 15 minutes to finish;

the high-explanatory group, whosetext was 14 pages in length, was given

25rAinutes.. These limits, based on pilot subjects, were--imposed to discourage,

any individual from either quickly scanning the texts, or taking an in--

ordinately long time. All subjects finished reading.their texts in the aven

tine period for their group. .Subjects in the aow-ekplapatory and standard.

groups tended to rate the study time more favorably than subjects in the

high-explanatory text condiLion, but this difference was not significant.

At the Completion of the study period, subjects were giv'en two minutes

to stqy a list of 15 words unrelated to probability and were then required
12

to write down as many words as ttley could recd11 on a blank sheet of paper._

Upon completion of the interpolated task, subjects were giVen:the test.

There was one problem on a page with space to do any work which the subject

felt might'help in the solution. Subjects were given, as much time as they

required to complete,the test; most required about 30 minutes. Upon eompleting

the problems, subjects were asked to return 48 hours later. On the secopd

test day, subjects wpfe given the second form of the test. The order of

\')
presentation of the test forms 41s counterbalanced.

\

14



Results and Discussion

Per formance test data were scored according to both a strict and a lenient
4

criterion. The strict criterion requited that the subject set up the answer

_correctly in all respects; the lenient criterion gave credit if the subject

used the correct equation but, for example, inserted the wrong values. This

distinction applies only to performanees on story problems; strict and imient

0

scores were the same for formula. probleMs.

A Summary of Test Data

Figure 1 (next page) summarizes the data. The points on tbe lines are

for the strict criterion; the disconnected open' symbols are for the'lenient

criterion. -There are two important observations to be made about the means.

First, ,considering the strict-criterion means, the relative performances

of the three text cenditions-strongly depend upon the type of problem (p < .001).

The two nonexplanatory groups appear io know the formulas better than the high-

explanatory group but they have more difficulty in applyipg that knowledge

to story problems.

The second point to note in Figure 1 is that strict-criterion scores

are significantly lower than lenient-criterion scores for the two nonexplanatory -

groups (b. .091). Appareptly, subjects in tflese two groups may correctly

.categorize the prdblem aqd recall,the apprepriate,formula but are not able

.
, .

to translate the values in the problem statement. In contrast, when high-
, .

explanatory subjects know what operations aie tO be performed to solve a
,

. .-,

problem, they usuallY perform them on the correct set of values; there is
%. .

,. ,"
lAttle difie'rence between their strict and lenient-criterion scores.

)

liCiie.DetailedAnalysis of Individual Problems

It-is impractical to.examine'ehe numbers and types o-f errors'made to

each of,.the 24 story problems.for each of the three,text conditions. Therefore,

we w114 fiicus On those 'problems testing knovatdge of Equations 1, 3, and

1 .

the problemithin these sets reveal the-widest variation in proportions

,/ , 6.%)
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of correct responses. In considering these problems, we ask: Why is'there

marked variation in proportion correct to problems requiring the same equation

for solution? And why is this pattern of variation affected by text condition?

The low-explanatory and standard groups performed in similar fashion

on all problems. Therefore, in the interests of simplifying the presentation,

we haVe treated them as a single condition which we have labeled "nonexplana-

tory." We will refer to the high-explanatory group as "explanatory."

Equation 1. Performances on these four problems indicate that subjects

in the nonexplanatory condition are sensitive to aspects of the problem state-
/

ment which have little effect'upon the performance of subjects in the explana-

tory condition. Proportions Of correct responses in the nonexplanatory group

varied greatly across the four problems-testing knowledge of Equation 1:

(a) .375, (b) .4375, (C) .625, and (d) .7188. In contrast, the performances

of

-4

those in the explanatory group are not only much better but also quite

stable: (a) .9375, (b) .75, (c) .8125, and (d) .8125.

Examining the answers to (a) and (b) more closely, e find clear evidence

of failures to c'ategorize,or translate these problems correctly, but only

in the nonexplanatory condition. Consider problem

"In the National Women's Ping Pong League, Los Angeles has
a .3 chance of winning, San Francisco has a .2 chance, San Diego has
a .1 chanc, New York has a .1 chance rid Philaaelphia has a .3 chance.

. What is the probability that a west coa t team will win?1"

Note that thts problem contains irrelevant information; the stated pro-

ba6iiities for New York and-Philadelphia are unnecessar. Subjects in the

nonexplanatory condition attempted to use these probabilities; five subjects

'subtracted .1; -1- .3 from the correct sum (or from the product of the/west

coast probabilities), four others multiplied all five probabilities, and

two others divided. by .1 + .3. Only one subject in the explanatory condition

attempted to incorporate the irrelevant values into his ahwer. Apparently,'

subjects who do hot understand the rationale for using the equations attempt

to use any information presented to theth. In this example, the subjects



cited misclassified the problem, using Equations 2, 4, or 5 in an attempt

to incorporate all the values stated.

Problem (b) also indicates that subjects,in the nonexplanatoryilcondition

have difficulty when there is no key word to provide a basis for classifica-

tion. Eightaf the 32 subjects in this condition used Equation 3 rather

than Equation 1, multiplying probabilities instead of adding them. It is

revealing that the Only other of the four problems in which this type ofl

de

error was frequent (nine of 12 subjects who made errors) was (c); (b)and

(c) are the only two problems in this set in which the problem does not speci-

fically request the probability of somq ing or-something. It is also im-

portant to note that this misclassification error occurred Only once for

problem (b) and once for,problem (c) in-t<explanatory condition.

Even when subjects in the nonexplanatory condition used the correct

equation, they may have had difficulty translating the story; that is,

correctly inserting values from the story into the equation. This was a

major source of difficulty for the nonexplanatory group in problem (a). The

problem presents frequencies of different color marbles in a jar, and,then

asks for the probability of drawing a red or white marble. Five subjects

misclassified the problem, attempting to incorporate frequencies of orange

and blue marbles into their answer. Most of the errors; however, reveal

a laCk of understanding oe the relation beeWen frequency and probability.

Subjects often failed to divide the sum of the numbers of red and white marbles

hy the total number of marbles, or divided by 100. Note that this problem

was the_Tost difficult for the nonexplanatory group but t'he easiest for the

explanatory group who had the relation between frequency and probability

explained in their text.

Tfle performance of the nonexplanatory grOup on problem (d) provides

furvher evidence of the validity of our analysis of classification and translation

errors. This problem evoked,the best performance froni the nonexplanatory



group. Not surprisingly, in view of our analysis, it states exactly two

values, includes the key word "or," and requires no translation of the stated

values.

Equation 3. The explanatory group did not perform as well on these

problems as on those testing knowledge of Equation 1. We suspect that the

rationale for multiplication of probabilities is more difficult to understand

than that for adding probabilities.

In one respect, performances on this problem set were similar to those

on the first problem set: proportion correct was fairly stable over problems

for the explanatory group and quite variable for the nonexplanatory group.

For the explanatory group, the'se proportions were (a) .5, (b) .5625, (c) .625,

and (d) .5625; for the nonexplanatory gnoup, the proportions were (a) .2813,

(b) .5, (c) .625, and (d) .8438. As with the first problem set, it appears

that subjects in the nonexplanatory condition are more sensitive to the statemeht

of the,problem than-are-tubjetts in 'the explanatory condition.

Much of the variability exhibited by the nonexplanatory group can again

be traCed to variations in the problems with respect to irrelevant information

and translation requirements. Problem (b) presented values that were redundant

(in essence, presenting P(A), P(not-A), P(B), P(not-B). Four subjects in*w

'the nonexplanatory group used the wrong equation in an attempt to incorporate

all four values in their answer (e.g. ".2 x .4 x .6 x .8") and one made what

we would characterize as a, translation error, multiplying .2 by .4. In con-

trast, no subject in the explanatory group used numbers other than .2 and

.6 in their answers.

The answers to problem (a) indicate a serious translaticT difficulty.

The problem states P(A) and P(not-B), and a-sks for P(A and B). Of 23 subjects

in the nonexplanatory vonditiOn who erred in response to this problem, 11

multiplied P(A) by P(B); only one subject in the explanatory condition did

thie;



In contrast to performances 9n problem (a), the nonexplanatory group

did very well in answering problem (d). This states:

".7 of the members of the state legislature favor a
particular bill. .6 of the members are Democrats. If party and vote

are independent, what is the probability that the next legislator you
meet is a Democrat and votes for the bill?"

We suggest that this problem was very easy for the nonexplanatory group

beciuse they have memorized the rule: "Whenever the probabilities of something

and something.else are required, multiply their individual probabilities.'"

In problem (d), the-wo;1"and" is present and there are only two possible

values to multiply. Fortunately, they are the right two values. The same

circumstances hold for problem (a) except that the values given are not right;

one value must be subtracted from 1.0 before multiplying.

Equation 4. This equation is the general case of Equation 3 and, there-

fore, it would seem that subjects should score about the same on this problem

set as on the earlier one. That was the case for subjects in the explanatory

group; in the nonexplanatory group, however, the average proportion correct

was .22 lower for the problems testing knqwledge of Equation 4 than for those

testing knowledge of Equation 3. For the explanatory condition, the proportions

correct were, as in the other problem sets, relatively stable: (a) .5,

(b) ,4375,_(c) .625,-and (d) .5625. Also, as before, the nonexplanatory

group exhibits greater variability of performance over the four problems:

the relevant proportions were (a) ..1563, (b) .1875, (c) .3438, and (d) .625.

11104

That the nonexplanatory group had'greater difficulty with these _four

problems than with the third problem seemay reflect two factors. First,

these problems typically omit explicit use of the key word "and;" this may

cause classification prognns. Secondt the probability of the complementary

event is often not exp citly stated; thus, there may be translation diffi-

culties.

lk
Both conditions exhibit about 16% classification errors as indicated

by use of operations other than multiplication. More striking,,at least



in the nonexplanatory condition, were errors of translation indicated by

using the stated probability when its complement was appropriate. Averaging

over problems (a) , (b) , and (c), 11.67 subjects in the nonexplanatory group

made such errors. Only 2.33 subjects did so in the explanatory group.

The nonexplanatory group performed reasonably well on problem (d) which

states:

"A hockey team wins with probability .5, loses with probability
of .3, and ties with probability of .2. What is the probability that

in the next four games, the team wins, then loses, then wins, then loses?"

The statement of this problem more closely parallels the statemept of Equation 4

than does that of the other problems in this set, thus reducing the likelihood

of misclassification. Furthermore, all the required probabilities are stated;

translation difficulties are presumably minimal.

Conclusions

Very different patterns of knowledge appear to be present in subjects

in the'nonexplanatoi'y (standard and low-explanatory texts) and explanatory

conditions. Subjects in the two nonexplanatory groups performed considerably

less well on story than on formula problems, and often used the correct formula

for a problem (that is, met the lenient criterion) but failed to solve it.

A closer look at answers to story problems revealed that-subjects in the

nonexplanatory conditons often required the explicit presence of key words

which unambiguously pointed to certain operations, tended to misclass,ify

problems in the presence of irrelevant or redundant information, and made

many errors when the values in the,story required modification before insertion

into the formula. In contrast, subjects in the high-explanatory condition

performea equally well on story and formula problems, tended to solve whene;er

they showed evidence of knowing the appropriate formula, and were considerably

less hindered by absence of key words, the presence of irrelevant information, 4

and the need to translate values in the story. The situation may be summarized *

_

by noting that, although all oUr subjects were novices, those in the high-
,

its



explanatory condition seem to share more of the characteristics of experts
A

than do those in the other two conditions.

The results of more recent studies lead us to believe that the solution

processes in the explanatory and nonexplanatory conditions are qualitatively

different. In one study, subjects in a high-explanatory condition had only

607 correct recallof equations (as opposed to 90% for a standard group),

but were able to perform correctly on 53% of story problems. This result

suggests to us (as does the equivalenceof formula and story scores in the

study just detailed) that subjects in the high-explanatory condition often

may not retrieve the formula at all. Another study in which subjects thought

aloud while solving supports this conjecture; after studying a high-explanatory

text, students tended to attempt to construct solutions, j ten using the

diagrammatic aids provided by the text. Rather than recalling formulas,

they attempted to recall examples fro---4he text which they felt were similar

to the problem At hand, anU-to-use these aS a model for solution.

Much remains to be done. High on the agenda must be the use of other

measures of Comprehensionboth problems demanding more complex processing

and transfer to new materials such as the Binomial and Bayes' theorems. We

suspect that such research will provide further evidence of the role under-
.

standing can play in mathematical problem-solving.
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